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(:10).  KF Wikipedia has started. The Rome conference has taken place. Talks about 

cancer. (:20).  Dr. Rodrigo's presented beautifully about the cancer, breast cancer on left 

is due to emotions with the mother and on the right the husband or boyfriend. When 

some have had problems with a mother who was bad to them, they see only that the 

others were bad to me, they don't see that the kicked the dog first and the mother 

punished them. When they honestly investigate they discover their mistake and change.  

... most of the causes of cancer are emotional. When a person gets a cancer diagnosis it's 

like a death sentence, then if they are honest with themselves and analyze their life and 

see their mistake, then they  do what the CO2 and ZnO2, and the cancer goes away 

because they dealt with the root cause. ...  (:24).  There is a video of the woman with 

terminal breast cancer and the whole breast is a tumor, within 3 months on Plasma it 

shrunk down and she is alive. Keshe says when I watch that I don't see the medical side, 

I see the Space Technology and what I have been teaching you for the last 3 months 

about how the emotions change the Physicality. It's the same thing, the emotional state 

of the woman changed the Physicality, it doesn't take thousands of years of evolution. 

This is what you will do in space when you arrive at a destination, change your 

Physicality immediately to match the environment of where you are.  (:27).  

 

(:30). We said that we can turn energy back into matter. Peter showed he could make 

materials (rotating cores). Your body changes left over energy back into matter, (the 

intestine). You are doing it while you are sitting here. This is how you survived. You eat 

a solid it gets converted in stomach to a Gans and the energy goes into the body and 

what is not needed comes back in and the large intestine converts it back to matter and 

you pass it out. So what's so strange to talk about what you have been created out of. 

Now to understand the process. You drink water in mouth and go to toilet to urinate, it 

came in went through all the ?? and came out as a matter state.  (:32).  So the knowledge 

is there but it is up to us to understand which part does what. Our body is one system,  

95% of it is made of 4 gases, which makes the AA. To get rid of the gases it has to have 

a mechanism for gas "engine" it's like a car, something comes in and something goes 

out the exhaust. The 95% which is the gaseous part is the Lung, the other 5% is the rest 

of the body is matter. It's what you use from this planet.  The gaseous part goes in the 

lungs, the liquid part is handled by the kidneys because we came out of the sea, and the 

solid part is your digestive S. Your body is just a recycling machine. (:34).  

(:38).  

 

(:49).  it has to transmute again to go back into the S to become ?? to be rejected by the 

body. This is the beauty of life if man understands the work of the U. As we never 

looked at the reality fallacy has taken over and added more and more to it (the fallacy). 

The video (? breast cancer lady) we saw yesterday from Dr. Rodrigo explains the whole 

cycle of life in the U. For those who are looking for a cure for cancer, it means that they 

haven't understood the work of the creation. An old saying, what you see in the pot, I 

see in the clay and the sand. You don't know what you are going to make because it's 

the first time you have played in the sand, that it would become a pot, but I know what 

kind of sand you need to make a pot. It's no use putting water with granules and hoping 

to make a pot, but if you know which dust you need to make it and then the right 

moisture so it sticks together and becomes the pot. It's us who have to understand the 

process of creation, not the way it ends up with Physicality, but man has to understand 



the Physicality is the point of manifestation of the confirmation of the existence of the 

soul, that way you can manifest yourself anywhere in the U. It depends if you want to 

be seen as a ?? man on (from) this planet, they'll put you in a Zoo, (:51).  or you decide 

to be in the shape of a man that you can live and work within the comforts of the planet. 

That's all it is, there is no change. There is no time to waste to go back and not 

understand the whole process, and then blame everybody else for it. The police of the U 

is the E of the man and knowing that it always has to balance with the soul. You police 

yourself and nothing can go wrong. When man goes to space it will teach him one 

thing, to stay correct and live the life of the U. If you take what is not for you to take 

you'll find out the life will be very short, because if you put a spanner in the work and 

somewhere it cracks. In space don't think I am going to be correct, but I am correct, and 

live correctly. The problem is we got in a bad habit, a story, the most beautiful black 

girl sitting on a branch of at tree with a blue eyes blond girl who says, can I lick you do 

you taste like chocolate. Why do we need to lick to taste, when we can see the soul? 

That tasting is the biggest problem for mankind, (:53).  because what will the animal 

from planet Zeus taste like? And that will start the whole process of killing to be able to 

taste. What if you asked, can I have the fields of the emotions so I can know how they 

interact with me, that I can manifest my emotions in respect to what you give me, then 

you find out that you don't need to consume. How will mankind pass this point, that will 

be the biggest test for mankind. Would you like to eat something else or do we rely on 

the E of it, does it give us pleasure, ?? do we need the sight or do we feel the soul 

according to the E of the entity, that I want you to see me as 16 arms, 20 fingers, 

because I am very strange to you, and by you looking at me can have a lot of pleasure 

seeing something funny so I make that ?? happy, while at the same time to another one 

I'll be human because that way he'll feel safe that I am not endangering his life, then he 

doesn't need to kill me. The process of the conversion of the fields from the soul is the 

biggest dilemma for mankind and many shall fail and those that do shall remain here on 

this planet. There is no examination, it's the man who tests himself according to the 

strength of his soul and the conversion of E to Physicality of the position. (:55).  It 

doesn't matter how deep you try to say I am good, as Bahaula said, we test the gold with 

fire, and the man with gold. The "fire" is understanding the condition of the 

environment and the "gold" is knowing if you ?? or you evaporate. This is the reality, 

understanding how fast you can convert. After you watch the video we are going to 

release in a couple days, then add this part of the teachings to it, as a voice, recording, 

that not only we show that through the new T, we have found a solution for what is the 

fear of the man, which is ?? his own death, but understanding the truth about the 

conversion in the space T. With 1 bullet we kill 2 birds. We teach the man about the 

conversion (death) and his fear of himself and secondly we teach the space T which is to 

come. Half of NASA will be shut ??, because now they understand that they just need to 

put some fields around it and make some reactors and they'll be done. The process of 

conversion in life to Physicality the strength of the E is the filter. You have to start 

making filters and the strength of filters, (:57). to change how to create what filters, 

where, how and when. Understand the filter making. In Italy there was an Spanish 

couple and when I started to explain about E and moving things, he tried so hard to 

move the cup, then I explained the cup has a field and an E, I would like you to move so 

that it gives me the pleasure of seeing you moving, and the cup will move, but the man 

never understood that even the glass has a soul, it's made of elements of the Pl that he is 

made of. All he needs to do is to ask for the pleasure, but if the cup decides that if I 

move I'll break myself, then it says no not this time. Many people whom you have seen 

moving objects by looking at it have found out this secret. The rest is a cover-up. It was 



like when the Indian guru came here, they were so proud of him, he was a huge man 

they bent in front of him, and his value was that he could fast for 21 days without eating 

anything, (:59).  then he became more holy. He sat in front of me and I said I know your 

trick, he said, what do you mean. You are trying to become more powerful amongst 

your people because you can fast 21 days, I told him how he does it, he said you found 

my secret. I said you have no secret, you're a cheater. Because if you learned how to 

live without eating for 21 days why are there so many hunger people in India. You 

should teach it. He understood and said our paths do not cross, you are attached to the 

material world to get respect, I don't. I told him what to do. And I explained how he 

eats, very simple, if you look at people who go on diets and don't eat, ?? you don't need 

to do that kind of thing. Change your breathing S, because phosphorus, Calcium or 

anything else you need in your P digestive S is in the air, you breath it, but because your 

lung condition in the position of the body, has just been adjusted to take energy for what 

you need for your E part. Watch these people when they fast 21 days, every now and 

then they move slightly and change their breathing S, the rate of it, and by moving they 

create, now that you understand how to adjust your MaGrav S to different strengths,  

(1:01).  they adjust their lungs to absorb Ca, or K, they can even eat a whole banana 

without touching one. Try it. If you have understood that you don't need to eat an 

animal. In the space you adjust what fields you need to survive and it's done, why do 

you need to end a life. If you like we publish his name and you can go and become one 

of his followers, he has another 21 days on his book. I teach you and you can sit for 42 

days and you'll become double holy. That's how simple it is. Now we understand the 

space T and how Peter produced matter out of the fresh air, you can do the same thing, 

adjust the fields in your lung and don't forget, in the space where you breath you 

continually absorb everything which is in it, it's a sucking machine, a vacuum cleaner, 

so dust of Ca, dust of gold which comes from the upper atmosphere and is continually 

added to the surface of this planet comes in it, but it depends on how you change your 

breathing, if you understand that this breathing is for water, then you absorb enough 

water that you don't need to drink. The fallacy that the water in your lung comes from 

inside your body is totally wrong, we have shown it in the teachings. The moisture in 

your lungs comes from the interaction of the air inside it. (1:03).  as you breath in, you 

change the O and H in a way that continually creates moisture. Now that you 

understand, if you can change the speed, you drink 2 - 3 liters of water, as energy gets 

absorbed in the body then you don't need to drink water, then do the same thing with Ca 

and anything else, you can put your mind ?? in because it's the emotional part of the 

body, I need all the vitamins for today's E and you ?? , because it's part of the desire to 

receive. Jackie tried once for a few days but the Physicality of the planet took over the E 

of the man. If we stop we'll see that we don't need to consume. And very strange, do we 

need to clothe ourselves? I wonder if there are any Armani's in the depth of U to buy a 

suit. You have to come up with a new material that it fits the environment, it's no use 

going in a bikini to live in the North Pole, unless you know it's just something on the top 

because you can control the temperature inside. One of the fundamental part of this 

conference is the video which is going to be released, not only showing the E of the 

man in conversion,  (1:05). but showing how man can convert himself in any dimension 

in the space.  

 

(1:15).  (teaching on Deuterium).   

 

(1:23).  .... Good Deuterium is black, I have 20 to 30 liters in Ghana, that's why we're 

flying out of Ghana. I produce it in CH3 Boxes, about 2 - 3 liters per day.  



 

(1:35). ... if you create enough (interaction) btn the CO and CH3, we're talking about 

Plasmatic fields, Gans, and not about the molecular structure. I gave you everything to 

create the Deuterium, before, if you put enough of it in and ratio it the right way, then 

you link the C and in Pl condition the H. The C > C, O > H H, it takes 2 H and leaves 

behind a free H, and if you have enough free H's here you have your Deuterium. Go 

back to teaching of how you change Alkaline to Acidic. There is a secret in whole 

process. You keep the C link, create a condition where a big bunch of H behave like (O) 

inside the H part, now you don't need to change matter, now you create Deuterium here 

(in outer reactor) more then in the inner reactor. Don't look at it in a matter state but Pl, 

if you don't have a C connection in strength of the CH3 you'll have a problem  (1:39).  

but in the space you don't need it, but this is just an interim that you can just takeoff for 

a little bit, to be happy that you didn't do nothing for 3 years. You keep the link because 

here on this planet, you have H2O, in all these you have it on both sides. If you go a 

step further ... God bless the soul of the Man if he understands what I am about to write. 

(1:41). There is a very big question, if you look in the matter state, or Pl state ... 

understand you are dealing with a Pl, what an O and C are, multiples of a Pl can give 

effect of the same, .. you can have Deuterium at any time. .. C = 12, O = 16, 12 x 4 = 

48; & 16 x 3 = 48, you are dealing in a Pl state. ?? By the ratio of the water in your bags 

, the ratio of water in CH3 , according to the ratio you'll get Deuterium in either inner or 

outer cores, and the current you put through for transformation. (1:44).  You have seen 

the work before but never understood. The AA (ONCH) of the Man, but you don't see 

the conversion of the numbers. If you get the right conversion, the N stays neutral, then 

you can convert C to behave like O. Fe is the magnet creating positioning on earth, in 

the gaseous part it's the o that plays the game, in deep space it's the C or the crystal 

structure of C behavior. Now you have the 3 magnets of the U, there are more to 

understand. If you get the ratio right you'll lock the O to C, that will decide how much H 

to behave as O, and that allows the H2 to go to Deuterium, or  how much of the H2O in 

the inner core will interact with the outer core and the H3 becomes the G point. All you 

do is change the M from the center outside and we turn it back again. This is what your 

body does, it changes the solid and converts it to energy, then back again to solid and 

you reject it. That is all it does. And all of it is done in the AA of the Man, which 70% 

of it behaves as water.  (1:47). 95% of the of the body is made of the elements of the 

gaseous which are the AA, and 75% of that is H2O. So the AA in its essence works 

within the structure of the water of the Pl because it's in the gaseous state of the body of 

the Man it switches itself continuously, it feeds off itself and releases energy off itself. 

If 95% of the body is CONH, and we know that by mass about 75% is H2O, how much 

of which is going where, (draws the H to H and O to O both interacting). The riddle is 

solved if you understand. In creating G and M fields within the mass structure of the 

gaseous of this planet .. are you wondering why you are walking upright. (1:49).  You 

have already been in the space but you haven't managed to lift it a little higher. The 

structure of the plants work through this structure, but they use a slightly different 

structure of using the matter state, how much are they going to be attached to the earth's 

Physical part. Have you ever seen greens flying in the air. Now you understand why you 

are walking upright. So the body of the Man in essence carries the H behaving as 

Deuterium. You should have flown 2 years ago. .. by manipulation of the O in the body 

.. you get the ratio.  (1:51).  This is why your Lymph needs a different chamber in the 

heart then the blood, and the Immune S uses a different chamber then the blood. In the 

medical part we explained that each chamber has a (different) pressure, but collectively 

when they work in a field strength, the energy is the energy of the E. In the essence of 



the creation of the physicality of the Man, he draws the 4 chambers of the heart, COHN, 

each chamber is tuned to the strength of one of the 4 elements of the AA, which is the 

?? color of the Man. In their interaction what you receive, because now is the matter 

state of the Pl, its field strength becomes E. That's why when you fall in love the heart 

goes (flutter), because the field flow, the amount of the matter change conversion 

comes, (1:53).   ?? changes the E and you go crazy. .. this is the E of the physicality, 

then the brain takes care of the E of the upper part, when it goes up it hits there, the 2 

emotions combine, ?? the soul. And if it is 2 ?? hard you fall in love, this is one of the 

reasons why they says scientifically the love doesn't stand more then 3 to 5 years, you 

fall out of love. Even the writings of the Prophets, I made you to make children that 

they may mention My Name, by mentioning My Name they give me ??, writings of 

Bahula. The E changes, because you were in Chicago breathing different kind of O, 

then you move to New York, London or Rome it's a different kind of O, so the strength 

of the E what was love, now it becomes hate, then he calls you his mistress because he 

has to confirm ?? he still exists. Why do people come to Rome, the city of romance, 

because the MG field of this part of the planet by accident falls near enough to the E of 

love, because it's not just us, (1:55). the Earth has Inertia field and it has a G field, the 

filter is ... the soul of this country happens to be around Italy, a lot of water flowing 

underneath, allows us to fall in love. Romance has its own strength field, like hate and 

everything else. It gives you a dimension. When the P pressure doesn't match the 

Emotional pressure the E release feeds the energy, E part is the upper part of the body, 

the gaseous part, it releases its energy and you call it a brain hemorrhage. And 

depending on the ?? most the damage goes to this side, because the heart is a bit ot the 

left, like a volcano. The position of the heart in respect to the brain will dictate how 

much of which one.  (1:57).  if the part in the heart is on left side you see huge paralysis 

on the left. 11 

 

 

(2:13).  

.. the body is made out of E to Physicality and not the other way around.  (2:15).  

(2:20).  

(2:28).  

(2:34). Can the patches fix a leaking heart? You have to ask the doctors what it is.  

(2:46).   

(2:56).  

(3:01). Are you a clear sighted soul and that's why you were able to discover the truth 

about the Plasma? I was explaining to the U Council how I got to where I got in the past 

couple days. We are in the state of the physicality as a man but in the state of the soul as 

messengers of the U. We just pass the knowledge, we teach, we are not prophets, it's 

like when you are a teacher you know what time and what classroom you have to go to. 

My classroom is Earth and then I'll carry on somewhere else. We have knowledge of the 

U 36 

 

(3:12). Mark shows his works.  

(3:23).   

(3:25).  mediations prayers... 

(3:30). 

(3:38).  How to re nano coat. .. 

 

(3:42).  



(3:44).  

(3:50).  Cu coils for arthritis.  

(3:54). Ghana certifies Gans Water.  

(3:59). KF Wiki site opened yesterday. As long as there is no insult or bad words you 

can go and teach what you know.  

(4:01).  

(4:08). We invite all the World and Universal Councils to Ghana for the opening of the 

new Space Center, we'll go to space from there. It will be 6 to 8 weeks.    (4:12) Ends 

with a music video called Invitation.   end. 

 


